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January Gansey Workshop

1) Video: Module 3 (Click here or on the video image at right) 
If you have any issues viewing the video or accessing any tools 
in any module, you can find everything here: 

Module 3

2) Underarm Gussets 
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Think of underarm gussets the same way you'd think of a thumb gusset - it's just a series of 
increases to create an inverted triangle under the arm. This provides more comfortable arm 
movement and creates that beautiful armpit you been dreaming about. You HAVE been 
dreaming about beautiful armpits, right? ;)  
 
Remember that the pattern provides a link to photos that will help you see - in close detail - 
how the gusset shaping should look and where your markers will go. Often the hardest part of 
something new is being unsure of how it is supposed to look - be sure to check out the photos 
so you can see exactly what you're aiming for. Remember - the page is linked in the pattern, 
and you can also find it here: http://www.oliveknits.com/january-gansey-tutorials/  
 
Also - this is mentioned in the video, too, but please remember when you go to repeat 
Gusset Round 3, the number of stitches to knit to the marker will grow by one stitch each row. 
So with each additional repeat, when you start Gusset Round 3 (for the second, third, etc... 
time), you will start the row by knitting to mC, then work the increase, then slip the marker and 
continue.  
 
You will always work the gusset increases INSIDE the gusset markers, right next to the 
marker.  
 

http://www.oliveknits.com/january-gansey-workshop-modules/

2) Working the body flat 
  
 
Remember that when you work flat, you may experience a difference in gauge. Don't fret. If 
you notice a significant difference, you can always adjust your needle size. For most knitters 
this won't be a problem. 

https://youtu.be/EXhUDlg-UKk
http://www.oliveknits.com/what-to-do-when-you-cant-get-gauge/
https://youtu.be/EXhUDlg-UKk
http://www.oliveknits.com/january-gansey-tutorials/
http://www.oliveknits.com/january-gansey-workshop-modules/
http://www.oliveknits.com/what-to-do-when-you-cant-get-gauge/
http://www.oliveknits.com/january-gansey-workshop-modules/
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A note about working the back: 
When you begin the back, the instructions will tell you to work it exactly as the front. One 
thing to remember is that you may need to work one wrong side (non-cable) row in order to 
start the back in the same place that you started on the front. Otherwise you will end up with 
the cable row on the wrong side row.  
 
Other than that, you will work both the front and back in the same way.  
 
3) Thinking about fit 
Remember that your sweater will fit differently after you block it. As an example, look at this 
photo of the sweater (below) with the front finished and the back flat section in progress. The 
lower part of the body and cables (from the underarm to the bottom edge) have been 
blocked. The cables on the upper part of the body (the flat section) have not. Notice the 
difference in the way the cables lay, and how much the cables condense when they are 
unblocked, versus how flat they lay when they are blocked. It's a dramatic difference. 
 
This is why it's important NOT to panic if you try your sweater on and it feels more snug than 
you want for your final fit - that is to be expected and is part of the process. 

http://www.oliveknits.com/what-to-do-when-you-cant-get-gauge/
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A note about gusset increases 
 
Remember that M1R and M1L increases are just increases that lean to the right or lean to 
the left. These are common increases and are used in many (if not most) of my patterns.  
 
Purl Soho has a handy tutorial if you need a refresher on this technique: 
https://www.purlsoho.com/create/make-one-right-m1r-make-one-left-m1l/ 

https://www.purlsoho.com/create/make-one-right-m1r-make-one-left-m1l/

